An Unparalleled Movie Trivia Experience.
PopcornTrivia is an app for movie lovers looking for a
challenging trivia game. Our app offers an unparalleled
experience of enjoying a new movie in the theater, and
immediately afterward challenging yourself with rewarding trivia
questions about the movie. Our ever-expanding library of movies
includes award-winning classics, fan favorites, and blockbusters.
PopcornTrivia is continuously evolving its features and provides
innovative ways to challenge players.

A Game For Movie Buffs
Created By Movie Buffs!

We are a devoted group of film buffs that take pride in every question we create. Each
unique question includes an answer page with fun and interesting follow-up info. Location
questions are followed up with access to Google maps, where you can explore the movie’s
actual filming locations. Music questions allow you to listen to music samples and select
the correct scene where the song is played; the follow-up page gives you the opportunity to
download that song. SuperFan questions are followed up with compelling info about
Easter eggs and other film facts. Dilemma questions prompt you to recall which character
had to choose between two conflicting moral principles. The follow-up page gives you a
chance to vote on which moral principle you would have chosen and reveals how the
community voted. Recipe questions offer the unique challenge of selecting which
elegantly plated dish was inspired by the movie. All dishes are created by our culinary team
and the recipe for the correct answer is on the follow-up page. Questions are also created
for iconic items in the movie, like cars, weapons, and clothing, which are followed with
shopping links to websites that can be browsed at your leisure.

Popcorn (in-game currency) is awarded in both
single-player and multiplayer modes. Single-player
mode allows you to choose your favorite movie and
earn Popcorn with every correct answer. Multiplayer
offers you the ability to win popcorn quickly by
competing against other players in a head-to-head,
winner-take-all, randomly generated trivia question
match.

Personalize Your Movie Inspired Avatar.

Your Popcorn stash can be used to customize your avatar with iconic items from movies,
such as Thor’s hammer, the Death Star, the Golden Snitch, and Elsa’s Frozen tiara. Items
vary in value, giving you the chance to work towards earning higher-end items that add
larger multipliers to your Popcorn winnings. Popcorn can also be used to unlock trivia
questions for popular shows like Game of Thrones, Stranger Things, and Daredevil.

Free To Play!

PopcornTrivia is a free download and is available across a wide variety of platforms
including Apple phones, tablets, and TVs, Android phones and tablets, and Windows
phones, tablets, and PCs. The app isn’t littered with annoying advertisements. We strongly
believe that creating a great user experience will make PopcornTrivia the place for movie
lovers to play and explore.
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